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The study was directed at the investigation of the
factor structures of job satisfaction and organisation
excellence and their correlation.
The staff perception of job satisfaction and
organisation excellence was measured by means of
questionnaires on job satisfaction and excellence
factors. The subjects of the study consisted of employees
from five organisation units characterised by their
diversity ranging from medium size Hong Kong consumer
goods manufacturing firms, top class Hong Kong hotel, to
administratively and financially independent departments
of the Hong Kong Government. Factor and Canonical
Correlation Analyses were carried out on the data
collected to ascertain the factor structures and
correlation of job satisfaction and organisation
excellence.
The results of the analyses indicated-the existence
of four factor models for both job satisfaction and
organisation excellence. A strong correlation between job
satisfaction and organisation excellence also emerged
though the variance of one-explained by the other was not
high. The results also manifested the relative predictive
powers of the factors of one variate for the other and the
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CHAPTER I
JOB SATISFACTION ORGANISATION EXCELLENCE-
THEIR IMPORTANCE, FACTORS AND RELATIONSHIP
Relationship Between Job Satisfaction and Excellence
Job satisfaction and organisation excellence both
independently rank fairly high in the list of popular
subjects in the study of management and behavioural
science. However there have not been many researches
directed at the exploration of their correlation.
Peters and Waterman (1982) identified eight
attributes among the forty three excellent organisations
that they had studied in the U.S.A. These eight factor
model was formulated based on the staff perception of
these excellence factors identified by the researchers'
subjective observation without any quantitative tests.
The success of these companies, according to the adopted
excellence criteria in terms of innovativeness and
financial performance, was attributed to the eight common
traits or characteristics that Peters and Waterman
perceived. The study however only concentrated at the
staff whose perceptions supported the eight attributed
and did not address the possible existance of variance in
excellence perception among the staff.
2In their discussion Peters and Waterman (1982)
failed to explicitly define the eight factors
identified. Their causal effects and their
exhaustiveness were implicitly implied without any
quantitative proof. The factors also seemed to overlap
with similar supporting arguments given for different
factors while there seemed to be more than eight
identifiable issues in excellence scattered under the
eight factors. Though there may exist a structure or
internal relationship for the various excellence factors,
it is difficult to conclude, without quantitative proof,
that the eight factors are mutually exclusive and
independent of each other.
Although not stated explicitly, Peters and
Waterman (1982) implied commitment and perceived job
satisfaction among staff in the excellent companies
possessing the eight characteristics and attributed their
success to the staff commitment and satisfaction. They
seemed to suggest implicitly the existence of a
correlation between job satisfaction and excellence
though no effort was taken to account for the possible
effects on job satisfaction of variance in staff
perception of excellence factors which Peters and
Waterman failed to addressed. It is considered that the
study was inconclusive in establishing a correlation
between job satisfaction and organisation excellence
albeit one may well exist.
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Importance in the Study of Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction is one of the most intensely
studied subjects in the field of behavioral science.
Locke (1976) estimated that some 3350 articles or
dissertations on this subject had been published.
The intensive attention that the study of job
satisfaction received from behavioral scientists is not
without reasons. Apart from being an end in itself, it
also contributes to many other attitudes and outcomes
which are of great interest in management studies. Some
of the major effects of job satisfaction are examined in
this review.
Productivity
Hawthorne studies (1960, 1939) advocated that job
satisfaction was a causal factor of productivity.
However research findings seem to suggest otherwise.
Herzberg (1957) and Vroom (1964) both established that
there was only negligible correlation between
productivity and job satisfaction. Earlier studies by
Thorndike (1917) and Pofenberger (1928) indicated a
negative relationship that performance could remain
constant or even improve while individuals' feelings of
dissatisfaction were increasing.
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Some researchers, like Locke (1970), Port Lawler (1968)
postulated an alternative way to conceptualise the
satisfaction-productivity relationship by considering
productivity as a cause of job satisfaction rather than
vice versa as suggested by the Hawthorne studies.
Absenteeism And Turnover
Both absenteeism and Turnover are very costly to
an organisation. Replacements for vacancies created by
staff turnover incur selection, recruitment and training
costs while excessive absenteeism is detrimental to staff
morale and production efficiency.
Virtually all studies indicated consistent
significant negative relationship between job
satisfaction and absenteeism/turnover. Studies in the
1950's by Brayfield and Crockett (1955) and Herzberg
(1957) found evidence for this negative relationship.
Findings of more recent studies by Taylor and Weiss
(1972) and Waters and Roach (1973) also revealed a strong
correlation between job dissatisfaction and
absenteeism/turnover. Ingham (1970) found that the type
of satisfaction that staff experienced from the job had
an effect on absenteeism. Martin (1980) indicated that
job satisfaction was among the most important variables




Job satisfaction has also been found to affect
health and life span favourably. Burke (1969/1970) found
significant correlation between job satisfaction and
common subjectively reported physical symptoms, Herzberg
(1959), and Chadwick-Jones (1969) both identified similar
correlation in different job settings. A longitudinal
study of individuals by Palmore (1969) concluded that the
single best overall predictor of longevity was job
satisfaction. Kornhauser (1965) found consistent
relationship between job satisfaction and the mental
health conditions of blue collar automobile workers.
Other Attitudes
One's job is a significant part of one's life and
it is therefore only logical to expect an individual's
perceived job satisfaction influences his other attitudes
towards life. Herzberg (1959) found that job
satisfaction measured the individual's self confidence.
In other study by Kornhauser (1965), the effects of job
satisfaction on family attitudes and other off the job
activities were identified.
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Job Satisfaction And Its Factors
Job Satisfaction
There have been suggested a few definitions for
job satisfaction. Schaffer (1953), Porter (1962),
Lofquist and Davis (1969) and Wofford (1971) argued that
job satisfaction was the degree to which the job
fulfilled or allowed the fulfillment of the individual's
needs. The shortcoming of this definition lies in its
failure to include the concept of value.
Some theorists like Katzell (1964), Likert (1961)
and Smith, Kendall and Hulin (1969) noted the importance
of values in job satisfaction and advocated that
perceived job situation in relation to the individual's
values was the most direct determinant of job
satisfaction.
Some other behavioral scientists have consolidated
the concepts of expectancy, discrepancy and values and
suggested a more embracing definition for job
satisfaction. Ilgen (1971) and Spector (1956) argued
that an individual's affective reactions depended upon
the discrepancy between his perception of his attainment
and his expectancy.
7As an extension of his concept, Locke (1969) defined job
satisfaction as an emotional response resulted from the
discrepancy between one's wants and one's perception of
what one was getting and the values one attached to what
was wanted. This is the definition advocated by the
authors.
Job Satisfaction Factors
A job is multi-dimensional and therefore it is
only logical to expect that job satisfaction is
influenced by the job's many attributes. Research
findings have identified many factors affecting job
satisfaction. These factors are reviewed in subsequent
sections.
Challenge
Many work attributes have been found to be related
to work interest and satisfaction. These many factors,
though conceptually distinguishable from one another,
share a common element of mental challenge which involves
the use of one's conceptual faculty and mental skills.
This generalisation is supported by a study by Barnowe,
Mangione and Quinn (1972). Research by Wyatt, Langdon and
Stock (1937) indicated that lack of challenge in job
created boredom which contributed towards dissatifaction.
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Just as too little challenge, too much job challenge alsc
causes job dissatisfaction. Studies by Friedmann and
Havighurst (1962) and Morse and Weiss (1962) suggested
there were difference between job levels in the meaning
of work with more higher level workers viewed a job as a
means of fulfilling a variety of psychological needs
including mental challenge.
Compensation
Job satisfaction is determined by the discrepancy
between individual's expectation and his perception of
his attainment and the value he attached to the subject
he attains. Equity theory put forward by Lawler (1971)
presents the model by which the formulation of one's
expection can be explained. According to this theory, an
individual's fair expectation of his attainment is
determined by comparing his own compensation to output
ratio to those of others. The values of pays viewed by
an individual are affected by the individual's financial
situation, previous pays and economic aspirations. Apart
from it purchasing power, McClelland's study (1961)
indicated that money was also valued for its acting as
symbol of achievement and source of recognition.
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Promotion
Satisfaction with promotion, like compensation, is
a function of the promotion frequency in relation to what
is desired and the importance of promotion to the
individual. The discrepancy, equity and value theories
are also applicable in conceptualisation of the role
played by promotion in affecting job satisfaction. An
individual's value standards depend on a number of factors
including personal ambition, career aspiration, desire for
growth, responsibility, power, social status and
earnings. As for compensation, it is however difficult to
define what constitutes equity. Some employees might
advocate merits and ability as basis of promotion while
others might argue that tenure and seniority are more
equitable criteria.
Working conditions
For obvious reasons, individuals dislike adverse
physical working environments and locations. Locks (1976)
however suggested that physical working conditions were
usually taken for granted by most employees and that they




Nadler, Hackman and Lawler III (1979) have defined
autonomy as the degree to which a job provides
substantial freedom, independence and discretion to an
individual in determining the procedures in the
implementation of the job. Autonomy should therefore
result in a feeling of responsibility and form a
challenge from which roots job satisfaction. Hackman and
Lawler III (1971) found that jobs with higher degree of
autonomy provided employees who valued higher order needs
with higher job satisfaction.
Ability utilization
It is often asserted that an individual derives
satisfaction from jobs which allows him to utilize his
skill and ability. Maslow (1954) termed the motivation
to utilize one's skills and ability as
self-actualization. In accordance with his hierarchy
theory of motivation, there should be substantial
individual differences in the strength, and hence value
and importance, of this need for self-actualization.
Individual personality and viewpoint
It has been postulated that an individual's
personality, viewpoint, cultural background, which affect
11
his value system and what he seeks for pleasure on a job,
are crucial factors affecting his perceived job
satisfaction. However this has been the most neglected
subject in the study of job satisfaction. Only limited
published research findings are available and often no
general consensus is identifiable. Korman (1968) argued
that high esteem people got more satisfaction from
success than from failure while low esteem people did
not. However this findings were not replicated in the
study by Leonard and Weitz (1971).
Supervisor/subordinate relationship
Vroom (1964) showed that subordinates like
"Considerate" supervisors while Likert (1961) found that
"Employee Centered" supervisors were favoured by
subordinates. Both "Consideration", which term emerged
from a study by Halpin and Winer (1957), and "Employee
Centred" have similar meaning and involve such
supervisory traits or actions as friendliness, verbal
positive reinforcement, acceptance of subordinates'
opinion and interest and care for subordinates.
It was suggested by Locke (1976) that there were
two kinds of relatinships, namely functional and entity,
which are instrumental in determining the degree of
attraction between supervisors and subordinates.
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Functional relationship refers to the bond between two
persons in relation to the specific services they provide
to each other. It involves an exchange of specific
actions or material values. As presented by Locke
(1970a, 1970b), under this model, subordinates value
their supervisors as facilitators in achieving task
oriented values like challenge and autonomy and
performance rewards like promotion, compensation and
recognition. This concept of value facilitation is
reciprocal as supervisors value their subordinates to the
degree that they help to attain their work goals. Hence
supervisors should like reliable, competent and
responsible subordinates.
Entity relationship is based on the attraction
between persons. Superficially, the perception of a
"nice personality" is a necessary condition for the
establishment of a positive entity relationship. Byrne
(1969) however asserted that a more profound type of
entity attraction required the perception of fundamental
similarity in basic attitudes, values and philosophy.
It is logical to assume that both high functional
and entity attractions will result in harmonious and
favourable supervisor/subordinate relationship which in
turns contributes to job satisfaction.
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Co-workers' relationship
Srivastra (1975) showed a positive correlation
between job satisfaction and relationship with
co-workers. Mayo (1945) stated that man's desire to be
continuously associated in work with his fellows was a
strong, if not the strongest, human characteristic. It
seems therefore that a good co-worker relationship
contributes to job satisfaction by fulfillment of one's
affiliation need. Co-worker interaction can similarly be
modelled by the functional and entity relationship
discussed in proceding section.
Age
Many studies have shown that job satisfaction
varies directly with age. Glen, Taylor and Weaver (1977)
found that both white male and female exhibited consistent
positive correlation between age and job satisfaction.
However Carroll (1969) reported that in 17 out of 23
studies done before 1960 on age and satisfaction, a U
shaped curve emerged. In other words these 17 studies
depicted higher job satisfaction in the early and late
years of an individual's career.
Tenure
Tenure, as for age, tends to relate positively to
14
job satisfaction. Alderfer (1966) in his study of blue
collar workers and first-line managerial workers, found an
association of an increasing satisfaction with pay and
opportunity to utilize ability with increasing tenure and
seniority.
Sex
There is a tendency that female workers are less
satisfied with their male counterparts. This postulation
was supported by the findings of Hulin and Smith (1964)
study of the difference between perceived job satisfaction
of males and females. In their research, Ivancevish and
Donnelly (1968) also found evidence to this tendency.
Marital status and number of children
Carroll (1969) reported that married workers were
more satisfied with their jobs and workers with two or
more children are significantly more satisfied than those
with few children. This trend seems to suggest that the
more settled an individual is the more satisfied he will
be with his job. Another possible explanation may be
related to one's responsibility towards his family. The
main salary earner of a family needs to secure stable
income and security and hence there are stronger
incentives for him to stay on with his job and adjust
himself to the unfavourable and dissatisfying job
attributes.
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Job Satisfaction Factor Structure
Previous research findings indicated that,
besides demographic factors (sex, age, marital status
and number of children) and tenture, job satisfaction
factors tended to group statistically into finite number
of independent factors. Weitzel, Pinto, Dawis and Jury
(1973) investigated the factor structure of job
satisfaction for five organisations within a parent
corporation and found that they were able to develop a
general factor with two sub-general factors and four
underlying first-order-level factors arranged
hierarchially. This four factor model of job
satisfaction is shown below in Table 1.
16
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Tsui (1975) explored the generality of the four
factor model identified by Weitzel et al. She drew
thirteen scales from the set of twenty eight used in
Weitzel et al study and investigated the model in a study
of factor structure of job satisfaction of over 4,000
managerial and non-managerial employees in 7 different
organisations. Her findings manifested the existence of
the four factor model in these organisations.
Organisation Excellence And Its Factors
Effectiveness and Excellence
Organisational effectiveness has been a popular
subject in management science both in terms of number of
empirical studies and attention it receives in
theoretical and conceptual development. Organisations
typically pursue multiple and often conflicting goals
which differ from organisation to organisation according
to the nature of their activities and the environment in
which they operate. This goal multiplicity inherent with
organisational design poses many problems in the study of
organisational effectiveness. Steers (1976) asserted
that in the absence of an explicit definition for
organisational effectness resulted from goal
multiplicity, measurement, comparison, criteria and
accuracy all constituted major problems in organisational
effectiveness study.
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As a result, the applicability and validity of
effectiveness study and the degree to which it helps
understanding organistional dynamics is highly
jeopardised.
In their study of the characteristics of forty
three excellent organisations in the USA, Peters and
Waterman (1982) adopted innovativeness and financial
performance as measures for excellence. In their
selection of subject excellent organisations, industry
experts were invited to rate the organisations' twenty
year record of innovation in terms of their ability to
maintain continuity of flow of industry bellwether
products and services and their general rapidness of
response to changing markets and other external
dynamics. Regarding financial performance, the companies
had to be in the top half of its industry in at least
four out of six financial performance measures in order
to qualify as excellent concerns. These six were
measures of long term financial superiority with three
designed to gauge growth and creation over a twenty year
period while the remaining three served to measure return
on capital and sales.
With the diversity in the nature of business and
activities of the selected companies, the differentation
between their operating environments (the subjects
19
included high technology companies, consumer-goods
companies, industrial goods companies, service companies,
project management companies and resource-based companies)
and their extensive scale of operation, (few subjects in
the sample had annual sales less than US$ 1 billion) it is
logical to expect other goals would also affect or dictate
the companies' characteristics and their qualification as
excellent companies. However in the selection of
excellent companies for study, corporate goals other than
financial performance and innovativeness were not
addressed.
Excellence Factors
Peters and Waterman (1982) in their study of forty
three excellent companies in the USA, identified eight
attributes which they alleged to characterise these
companies. These factors are reviewed in subsequent
sections.
Bias for action
Action orientation with a bias for getting thing
done was identified as one of the excellence attributes.
The excellent companies were shown to understand the
concept of organisational fluidity with emphasis placed on
enhancement of rich and informal communication. A vital
20
support to informal communication was the deployment of
physical configurations to encourage the chance of direct
face-to-face communication.
The formation devoid of formal chartering process
of short-lived, informal and small task force with
voluntary membership to tackle problems was also cited as
a characteristic of these excellent companies.
One of the outcomes of bias for action was the
tendency to experiment before a retractable commitment of
heavy resources. To encourage experimentation, the
companies provided favourable context by devising a
purposely made leaky system and being lenient to failures.
Simplicity in systems and structures was also
identified as an attribute of bias for action.
Close to customers
In observing the excellent companies, especially
the ways in which they interacted with customers, Peters
and Waterman (1982) found the consistent presence of
obsession and unjustifiable overcommitment to some form
of quality, realiability and services.
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Customers orientation also manifested itself by
the efforts the excellent companies spent in finding a
niche where they could have a differential advantage
over their competitors. Five fundamental attributes
were identified for customer oriented companies with
nichemanship. These are astute technology manipulation,
skillful pricing strategy, superior segmentation,
problem solving orientation and willingness to spend in
order to discriminate.
In short, these excellent companies cared about
the customers' reactions. They monitored the market
closely and intelligently and reacted promptly to any
shifts in market forces and trends,
Autonomy and entrepreneurship
A remarkable characteristic of these excellent
companies was their ability to encourage entrepreneurial
spirit among their staff. They purposely created
radical decentralisation and autonomy, overlappping and
blurred area of responsibility, lack of formal
coordination, internal competition, encourage intensive
informal communication and somewhat chaotic conditions
in order to breed entrepreneurial spirit.
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These companies also highly regarded potential
innovators or champions and made sure that they emerged,
grew and flourished. The systems were designed to "leak"
so that scrounging innovators could be encouraged to
develop their innovativeness. A special attribute of the
success oriented, positive and innovating environment of
these excellent companies was their substantial tolerance
for failure and their encouragement to make tries.
Productivity through people
Peters and Waterman (1982) identified genuine
people orientation as one of the many attributes which
contributed to the marked contrast in performance between
the excellent and the non excellent. Many phenomena were
cited as examples of this people oriented philosophy of
which trust and respect for individuals was regarded as
the basic. The primary source of productivity gains in
the excellent companies was the dignity and respect with
which the employees were treated. This people oriented
management style manifested itself in various forms.
Provision of training, enrichment, job development
opportunities, job security like full employment policies
in times of recession and incentive schemes were a few
common practices of this management styles. Informal
communication system, less rigid chain of command and
less formal supervisor and subordinate relationship all
contributed toward the "Familiar Feeling" prevalent among
staff of the excellent companies.
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Hands on, value driven
The excellent companies were found to have a well
defined set of values and guiding belief. Furthermore
these values or beliefs were also stated almost in
qualitative, rather than quantitative terms, with
emphasis not only on financial objectives. A common
characteristic of the beliefs of excellent companies was
the narrowness in scope of the beliefs which only
included a few basic values like beliefs in being the
best and in the importance of details of execution,
people as individuals, superior quality and service,
innovativeness, rich informal communication and economic
growth. In short the set of beliefs encompassed the
perceived traits of these excellent companies. The
management of these companies were also noted for their
efforts to inspire employees, in particular those at the
lower end of the hierarchy, with the set of beliefs and
values.
Stick to the knitting
The excellent companies were characterised by
their restriction to operate in the areas in which they
were most experienced. Despite the very much needed
diversification as a means of maintaining stability,
these companies adhered closely to their familiar areas
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over which they could exercise better control and
judgement. It was also observed that virtually all the
growth in the excellent companies were internally
generated. Though acquisitions were also used as a means
of growth, they followed a simple rule that the acquired
concern could be easily assimilated without necessitating
a major change in the characteristics of the acquiring
company.
Simple form, lean staff
Peters and Waterman (1982) opined that most of the
problems facing many organisations rooted from the use and
design of complex systems to solve the intricate problems
associated with bigness and the complex business
environment. In their study, they observed that the
excellent companies avoided this pitfall by the provision
of a fairly stable structure and operation system with
simple essential features which could be easily
comprehensible and based on which the complexities of
business activities could be tackled. The simplicity in
the basic structures enhanced organisational flexibility
and rendered the excellent companies most adaptable to
environmental changes. The simple form also resulted in
lower manpower requirement.. It appeared that most of the
excellent companies surveyed had comparatively few people
in particular at the coporate level.
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As expected with the action orientation of these
companies, staff strength tended to concentrate at
operational level and at solving of problems and
experimenting new ideas.
Simultaneous loose-tight properties
In the excellent companies, there was found the
coexistence of firm central direction and control and
maximum individual autonomy. These companies provided
flexible organisation structures and leaky systems,
encouraged entrepreneurship, innovation and
experimentation. At the same time however remarkably
tight control and central direction existed. These
companies had management cultivated rigidly shared value
systems and beliefs. In addition the extremely rich
informal communication allowed detection and early
rectification of deviations from the theme and objectives
set by the management.
Excellence Factor Structure
As discussed in preceding sections, the eight
factor model might not be a true representation of the
excellence structure. Quantitative analysis is needed to




Purposes of The Study
Based on findings of previous researches, this
study is designed to explore the structure and
correlation of job satisfaction and organisational
excellence. In particular the purposes of this study are
to investigate:-
the factor structure of excellence factors,(l)
the factor structure of job satisfaction(ii)
factors,
the validity of the eight factor model for(iii)
excellence,
the validity of the four factor model for(iv)
job satisfaction and,
the relationship between excellence factors(v)
and job satisfaction factors.
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Methodology of Study
Organisation and Subject Descriptions
The staff perception of job satisfaction and
company excellence was measured by means of
questionnaires on job satisfaction and excellence
factors. Data for the study was provided by employees of
five organisation units. The organisational units were
characterised by their diversity ranging from medium size
consumer goods manufacturing firms in Hong Kong, top
class Hong Kong hotel, to administratively and
financially independent departments of the Hong Kong
Government engaged in different activities including,
urban health and recreational services, social welfare
services and general registration. The subjects also
showed diversity in terms of demographic characteristics
and tenure with the organisations. The randomness of
samples with respect to demographic and tenure
characteristics is considered effective in controlling
the variability of the results due to these factors. The











The questionnaire, which consisted of 25
questions, was devised based on the characteristics
mentioned in Peters and Waterman's report (1982). No
reference was made to the eight attributes identified in
the design of the questionnaire and no effort was made to
relate the questions to these attributes because of the
ambiguity in their definitions and their seeming
interdependence. The subjects responses were measured on
a five point Likert Scale ranging from "Strongly Agree"
(5) to "Strongly Disagree" (1). The excellence
questionnaire items are given at Appendix I.
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Job Satisfaction Questionnaire
A total of 40 scales were used in this study of
job satisfaction. Each scale consisted of one to ten
items and the employee responses to the items were
measured by a five point Likert Scale ranging from "Very
Satisfied" (5) to "Very Dissatisfied. "(1).
The scales used in the study had been verified in
numerous previous studies for internal consistency and
reliabilities. The scales were identified and
questionnaire was designed in accordance with the
procedures presented by Dawis and Weitzel (1975).
The scales and items used in the study are
presented in Appendices II and III.
Analysis
All the statistical analyses were carried out on
the IBM MUSIC IV (McGill University System for
Interactive Computing IV) System of the Hong Kong
Universities and Polytechnic Computer Centres Network
using the SAS (Statistical Analysis System) computer
programming packages. Factor analysis was used to
identify the underlying factors of the job satisfaction
scale scores of each of the five organisation units.
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The same technique was used to identify the excellence
factor structure. Canonical analysis was then applied to
study the correlations between the job satisfaction and
excellence factors.
Factor analysis
Factor analysis is a multivariate statistical
method the primary purpose of which is data reduction and
summarization. One of its major functions is to identify
the underlying factors or dimensions not easily
recognisable from a large set of variables.
In the initial factor analysis, orthogonal
extraction method was employed and the number of factors
to extract was based on the eigenvalue one criterion. In
order to achieve simpler and theoretically more
meaningful factor solutions, the factor matrix obtained
was rotated using VARIMAX, an orthogonal rotational
approach which centers on simplifying the columns of the
factor matrix.
Ten factor matrices were obtained after the
initial analysis- one job satisfaction factor matrix and
one excellence factor matrix for each of the five
organisation units. However, for most of the matrices,
conclusive result could not be drawn because of the
differring numbers of factors and reappearing of scales
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in different factors. The analysis was thus repeated
with number of factor restricted to four for reasons
discussed later.
Canonical correlation analysis
The factor analysis on organisation units C. D and
E yielded less conclusive results most probably because
of their small sample sizes. Canonical correlation
analyses were therefore carried out only on organisation
units A and B which had 270 and 560 observations
respectively.
Excellence factor scores and job satisfaction
factor scores were calculated for each observation. The
scores were then sorted and merged together. Canonical
correlation analysis was carried out on the merged set.
These precedures were applied to both organisation units
A and B to investigate the correlations between job




Initial factor analysis carried out on the five
organisation units with Eigenvalue equalled one indicated
very nonconsistent results with different numbers of
factors identified for different units and more
importantly with common scales appeared in different
factors. In addition, no factor could be identified which
showed similar scales in each organisation unit. The
number of factors for the organisation units and the
factor scales are shown in Table 3 and Appendix IV
respectively. The details of the analysis are present in
Appendix V.
TABLE 3
NUMBERS OF JOB SATISFACTION FACTORS, EIGENVALUE= 1







In view of the non-conclusiveness of the results
and the four factor model advocated by Weitzel, Pinto,
Dawis and Jury (1973), the data was reanalysed by
restricting the number of factors to four. The factor
scales and the details of the analysis are given in
Appendices VI and VII respectively.
Based on a factor loading of 0.5, the four factor
model can be identified in three of the five organisation
units, namely units A. B and D. In unit C, only two of
the four factors can be explained and related to
Weitzel's four factor model. These two are interpersonal
relations and personal progress/development. In unit E,
all except the personal progress/development factor were
identified. No meaningful intrepretation can be attached
to the remaining factors identified for units C and E in
the analysis. This may be attributed to the relatively
small sample sizes of these two organisation units.
While the other three units A. B and D have 240, 505 and
118 complete observations (incomplete observations were
omitted in the analyses), these two have only 50 and 60.
In organisations B and D. advancement, training needs,
promotion and career development, which are legitimate
scales for the personal progress and development factor,
were grouped under the compensation factor. This may be
interpreted as a lack of conceptual distinction between
the two factors among the respondents.
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The scales grouped under each of the four factors
are given in Table 4.
TABLE 4
FOUR JOB SATISFACTION FACTORS AND THEIR SCALES
Legitimate Scales
Scales Common which Emerged In
Only Onein at least Two
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As in the case of job satisfaction, initial factor
analysis for the structure of excellence with an
Eigenvalue of one yielded nonconsistent results with
different numbers of factors for different units and lack
of similarity among factors of different units with
respect to excellence scales. The factor structures and
scales emerged from this analysis and the detailed
analysis results are presented in Appendices VIII and IX
respectively. The number of factors for each unit is
shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5
NUMBERS OF EXCELLENCE FACTORS, EIGENVALUE= 1







In view of the more meaningful factor structure
offered by organisation unit B and its largest sample
size of 560, the data was analysed again with a four
factor restriction. Appendices X and XI show the
excellence scales of this four factor model and the
detailed results of the analysis.
With the factor loading of 0.45, factors with very
similar factor scales were obtained for Units A, B and
C. One of the factors for Unit D was very similar to one
emerged from units A. B and C while the combination of
two other unit D factors beared resemblance to another
factor of units A, B and C. The remaining unit D factor
exhibited no similarity to any of the four factors for
units A, B and C. Three of the four factors for unit E
were also obtained from units A, B and C. The remaining
unit E factor was made up of a combination of scales of
the three other factors and no meaningful interpretation
can be attached to it.
Individual Intra-personal Perception
This factor embodies the individuals' perception
of the organisation, its task and other members. It
relates to the value system honoured by the individuals
and their feeling and attitude towards their roles and
the organisation.
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This perception feeling or attitude might be
conscience or subconscience, they might also be
internally generated or intentional cultivated by the
management. In short, this factor accounts for the
internal control or influence of an individual on his
activities related to the organisation.
Intra-organisation Relations and Policies
This factor can be conceptually split into two
sub-factors. The first sub-factor involves the
interpersonal interaction between members or groups, both
formal or informal, of the organisation. It relates to
the relationship between peers and also that between
superiors and subordinates and encompasses both
functional relationship, the bond between individuals in
terms of specific services or extrinsic values they
provide to one another, and entity relationship, the bond
between individuals based on mutual liking or admiration
of one for another. Intra organisation policies and
practices form the core of the second sub factor. It
describes the policies followed in task and human
resource management and relates to such matters as the
formulation of structural systems, plans and control
systems and staff management systems.
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Integration with Organisational Environment
This factor reflects the degree of market
orientation of the organisation and involves the
characteristics it exhibits in its interaction with the
organisation environment. This factor is reciprocal in
that it not only depicts the organisation's actions and
performance in its dealings with the environment but also
the reactions of the environment in such dealings.
Attitude in Execution
The fourth factor describes the attitudes of the
organisation and its members in execution of the
organisational tasks. This factor is a reflection of the
effectiveness and efficiency of the organisation in
carrying out its plans and the various functions required
to achieve the objectives of the plans. The application
of this factor is not limited to any particular sector
but is viable to all the levels in the organisational
hierarchy.





Legitimate ScalesScales Common In
Emerged In Only OneAt Least Two
Organisation UnitOrganisation UnitsFactor




team workStrong loyalty toperception
organisation
Pride in fact that
we are the bestNot afraid of failure














Top management a partner
not obstacle
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Scales Common In Legitimate Scales
At Least Two Emerged In Only One
Factor Organisation Units Organisation Unit
Intra- Use our resources well
organisation
relations Control systems help
not limitedpolicies




subfactor management and serviceE
Interaction Reputation for Focus on things
with we do wellexcellence with public
organisational






Attitudes Interested in results
in not procedures
execution







Correlation between Job Satisfaction and Excellence
Results of Canonical Analysis on Job Satisfaction Factors
And Excellence Factors of Organisation Unit A
The results of the canonical correlation analysis
for organisation unit A are attached in Appendix XII.
Since the excellence and job satisfaction factors
are formed by an orthogonal factor extraction method,
they are independent and bear no intragroup correlation.
This is confirmed by the analysis results. Correlations
between the two groups do exist but are small for most
part. The largest one is 0.359 between EF1
(intra-organisation relations and policies) and SF2
(compensation). EF1 appears to be the one mostly
associated with the S factors.
The first canonical correlation is 0.727 while the
adjusted canonical correlation is 0.713. The probability
level for the null hypothesis that the canonical
correlation is zero in the population is 0.0001. The
null hypothesis is therefore rejected. This suggests
strong correlation between the first set of linear
combination of the two sets of factors. The canonical
R-squared indicates that the amount of shared variance
between the first pair of variates is 0.53.
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The second canonical correlation is 0.263 and the
adjusted correlation is 0.200 (Prob> F= 0.0483). Its
shared variance is only 0.067 and is thus much less
important. The remaining two canonical correlations are
not worthy of consideration as can be seen from the
probability level.
The first excellence variate is a weighted sum of
the four E factors with most emphasis on EF1
(intra-organisation relations and policies), less on EF3
(interaction with organisational environment) and EF2
(individual intra-personal perception), and least on EF4
(attitude in execution). All coefficients are positive
showing that there is no suppressor variable. The first
satisfaction variate put most weight on SF4
(organisational context) and least on SF2
(compensation). There is also no suppressor variable.
The canonical redundancy analysis shows that
neither of the first pair of variates is a good overall
predictor of the opposite set of variables. The
proportion of variance explained being only 0.132 and
0.137. The second pair of variates add a little bit but
the third and forth pairs add virtually nothing.
The squared multiple correlations indicate that
the first excellence variate has some predictive power
for satisfaction with organisational context, a smaller
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predictive power for satisfaction with inter-personal
progress and development, and not much for satisfaction
with compensation.
Results of Canonical Analysis on Job Satisfaction Factors
And Excellence Factors of Organisation Unit B
The result of the canonical correlation analysis
for organisation unit B is attached in Appendix XIII.
As expected, neither the excellence factors nor the
satisfaction factors bear any intra-group relations.
There are correlations between the two groups but these
correlations are small for the most part. The largest
value is 0.425 between EF4 (intra-organisational relations
and policies) and SF4 (organisational context). EF4 also
appears to be the one mostly associated with the S factors.
The first canonical correlation is 0.760 while the
adjusted canonical correlation is 0.755 with prob> F
equals 0.0001. This suggests strong correlation between
the first pair of variates. The amount of shared variance
is 0.58. The second canonical correlation is 0.317 with
an adjusted value 0.294 and prob> F 0.0001. This second
correlation is less important as the shared variance is
only 0.10. The remaining canonical correlations are not
worthy of consideration.
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The first excellence variate places most emphasis
on EF4 (intra-organisational relations and policies),
second most on EF2 (individual intra-personal perception).
It has least emphasis on EF1 (attitude in execution). The
first satisfaction variate places more emphasis on SF4
(organisational context) and SF3 (personal progress and
development), less on SF2 (intra-personal relation) and
SF1 (compensation). Again, there is no suppressor variable
in either group.
Similar to the findings on organisation unit A. the
canonical redundancy analysis shows that neither of the
two variates is a good overall predictor of the opposite
set of variable. The proportion of variance explained
being only 0.149 and 0.143.
The squared multiple correlations indicate that the
first excellence variate has some predictive power for
satisfaction with organisational context (0.288), a
smaller predictive power for satisfaction with personal
progress and development, and not much for the other two.
Comparison of the Results of the Canonical Analysis on
the Two Organisation Units
Table 7 summaries the findings from the canonical
analysis on the two organisation units. It is interesting
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to note that both organisations have strong correlation
between the excellence variate and the satisfaction
variate. The composition of the first excellence variate
in organisation A is similar to that of organisation B in
the way that both emphasizes mostly on intra-organisation
relations and policies and least on attitude in execution.
Satisfaction with organisation context comes out
to be one mostly correlated to and predictable by the
excellence variate in both organisations. It is also
interesting to note that satisfaction on compensation is
the lowest in the canonical correlations in organisation
A and the second lowest in organisation B.
Further elaboration on the findings is presented
in Chapter 4.
TABLE 7
CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR POTENTIAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXCELLENCE VARIATES AND
JOB SATISFACTION VARIATES
Analysis for Organisation Organisation




0.528Can R squared 0.578
13.015F Statistic 34.525















Intrapersonal Rel 0.127 0.077
0.074 0.087Compensation




0.771Intra-org Rel Pol 0.760
0.477Ind Intrapersonal Perp 0.383
0.372Interaction with Org Env 0.435
0.220Attitude in Execution 0.225
Canonical Structure
for Excl Variate:
0.777 0.764Intra-org Rel Pol
Ind Intrapersonal Prep 0.384 0.471
Interaction w Org Env 0.500 0.365
0.199 0.229Attitude in Execution
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Job Satisfaction Structure
The job satisfaction factors which emerged from
this study and their defining scales were quite similar
to those obtained by Weitzel, Pinto, Dawis and Jury
(1973). As such, they serve to confirm the Four Factor
Model for job satisfaction.
Excellence Structure
As discussed in previous sections, Peters and
Waterman (1982) failed to quantitatively tested the eight
factor model that they formulated intuitively. It was
pointed out that the eight factors lacked precise
conceptual definitions and their study was considered
inconclusive in establishing the exhausiveness and mutual
exclusiveness of the factors. The results of the
analyses carried out under this present study, which
showed that the characteristics observed by Peters and
Waterman (1982) in the excellent companies converged into
four factors, supported these allegations. The four
factors identified in this study and their corresponding
factors based on the eight factor model of Peters and
Waterman (1982) are given in Table 8.
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TABLE 8
THE COMBINATION OF PETERS AND WATERMAN'S EIGHT
EXCELLENCE FACTORS INTO FOUR FACTORS
Excellence factors ofExcellence Factors
of Four Factor Model Peters and Waterman's
Eight Factor Model










Simple Form, Lean Staff
Close to the CustomerInteraction with
Stick to the KnittingOrganisational Environment
Bias for ActionAttitude in Execution
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The four factor structure for organisational
excellence can be explained in terms of a basic framework
for the study of organisational behaviours. Nadler,
Hackman and Lawler (1979) described tasks, groups,
individuals and environment as the basic constituents of
a framework for organisational behavioural study. Tasks
refer to the works that needed be carried out by an
organisation in order to meet its objectives.
Indiviudals constitute its members who group into either
formal or informal groups. Organisations are collections
of individuals and groups performing tasks. Tasks are
influenced by individuals and groups through individual
work effectiveness and work group effectiveness
respectively while individuals and groups each bear
social influence on one another. The environment, which
includes the various institutions or groups with which an
organisation interacts, provides opportunities, demands
and constraints on the organisation's activities. This
general framework of organistional behavioural study is
depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

















As can be seen easily, the four excellence factors
embody the interactions among the elements of an
organisation and between an organisation and its
environment. Social influence, the interaction between
individuals and groups, is no more and no less than
intra-organisation personal relationship. The performance
of tasks by individuals and groups is governed by the
intra-organisation policy factor. The interaction with
organisational environment factor obviously underlies the
interaction between an organisation and its environment.
The intra-personal perception factor and attitude in
execution factors both exert influcence on the ways in
which the above interactions take place. The correlation
between an organisational frame work and the four factor
excellence model is shown in Table 9.
It seems therefore that excellence factors engulf
the basic organisation model from which finding we can
deduce that a study of organisational excellence is in
fact an organisational behaviour study which should
comprise studies of the fundamental organisation
structure, its elements and their interactions.
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TABLE 9
CORRELATION BETWEEN ORGANISATIONAL STUDY FRAMEWORK AND










Individuals/tasks Intra organisation Intra personal
Groups/tasks relations and perception
policies-organisation





Correlation between Job Satisfaction and Excellency
Canonical correlation analyses on the job
satisfaction and excellence factors of organisation units
A and B showed encouragingly similar and consistent
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results. These two organisations also manifested
resemblance in their job satisfaction and excellence
structures.
Both organisations showed strong correlation
between their job satisfaction and excellence variates.
However the variance of one explained by the other is
relatively low. This finding suggests the fact that even
with the same perception of organisation excellence,
different employees will enjoy different degrees of job
satisfaction. Individual difference seems to offer an
explanation for this finding. Job satisfaction, as
discussed in proceding sections, is determined by an
individual's perception of his achievement, and his
expectation and the value he attaches to the subject
achieved. Variance in these perceptions and expectations
among individuals, which results in different levels of
job satisfaction, is unsurprisingly expected even with
the same perceived excellence.
The squared multiple correlations indicated that
organisation excellence had the highest predictive power
for job satisfaction with organisation context and the
least for compensation satisfaction. Equity Theory seems
to support this particular finding. An individual's
compensation expectation is according to the theory what
he considers as equitable when compared with other's in
the same and other organisations taking into
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account his and their inputs. This expectation of
equitable compensation is intrinsic and quite independent
of organisation excellence which consequently shows low
predictive power for satisfaction with compensation.
Among the four excellence factors, "intra-
organisation, relations and policies" was the most
significant in affecting employees' perception of
organisation excellence while "attitude in execution"
ranked the least. The other two factors, "individual
intrapersonal perception" and "interaction with
organisational environment", showed comparable
significance. In the discussion on the correlation
between the organisational behavioural study framework and
the four factor excellence model, it was concluded that
"intra-organisation relations and policies" was the
underlying excellence factor for three of the four
interactions participated by an organisation and its
members. These three are individuals/groups, individuals/
tasks and groups/tasks interactions. The finding that
"intra-organisation relations and policies" factor bears
the most significance in affecting employees' organisation
excellence perception is consistent with its major role in
organisational behavioural study. In the same discussion,
"attitude in execution" was quoted as an influencing
factor, rather than underlying factor, for organisation
behaviours. Its less significant role was again
manifested in the analyses.
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The canonical correlation analyses results showed
that organisation excellence, which was accounted for
mostly by the "intra-organisation relations and policies"
factor, predicted satisfaction with organisation context
best. This particular finding can be attributed to the
very similar nature, and in fact the similar measuring
scales and items, for the "intra-organisation relations
and policies" and "organisation context" factors.
Conclusion
Generality regarding factor structures of job
satisfaction and organisation excellence and their
correlation is concluded from the study. Job
satisfaction and organsiation excellence can both be
structured into a four factor model. They also bear
strong correlation to one another though the varianace




ORGANISATION UNITS A,B,D AND E
ItemsVariable No.
Mission understood by employeesEl
Commitment to one anotherE2
Not afraid of failureE3
Focus on things we do wellE4
Strong loyalty to organisationE5
Pride in fact that we are bestE6
Chief interested in staff welfareE7
E8 Reputation for excellence with public
Have trust and respect of supervisorE9
Sensitive to needs of societyE10
Management knows staff wellEll
Use our resources wellE12
Seeking to improve management servicesE13
Teamwork and,coorporationE14
Flexible and adaptableE15
Staff feel part of winning teamE16
Client most important concernE17
Top management a partner not obstacleE18
Control systes help not limitE19
Action orientedE20
Structure encourages freedom of actionE21
Support staff support usE22
E23 Interested in results not procedures
Work on finding way to do the difficultE24





El Mission understood by employees
E2 Focus on things we do well
E3 Commitment to one another
E4 Strong loyalty to organisation
E5 Pride in fact that we are best
E6 Not afraid of failure
E7 Chief interested in staff welfare
E8 Reputation for excellence with public
E9 Have trust and respect of supervisor
E10 Sensitive to needs of society
Ell Management knows staff well
E12 Use our resources well
E13 Seeking to improve management services
E14 Teamwork and coorporation
E15 Flexible and adaptable
E16 Staff feel part of winning team
E17 Client most important concern
E18 Top management a partner not obstacle
E19 Control systems help not limit
E20 Spirit of commitment to excellence teamwork
E21 Action oriented
E22 Structure encourages freedom of action
E23 Support staff support us
E24 Interested in results not procedures
E25 Work on finding way to do the difficult
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APPENDIX II
JOB SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE SCALES
ORGANISATION UNIT A
Scale No.Variable No. Scale
Scales same as Organisation Unit

















































































































JOB SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE SCALES
ORGANISATION UNIT D
Variable No. Scale No. Scale
S1
S2
Same scales as Organisation Unit
B Si to S30
S30
S31 27 Hours












JOB SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE SCALES
ORGANISATION UNIT E








S32 40 O-ganisation Change
S33 24 Participation
S34 9 Supervision (Competence)
S35 10 Supervision (Human Relations)




S40 16 Management (Practices)
S41 16 Management (Practices)
S42 17 Performance Evaluation
(Practices)
S43 18 Promotion (Bases)
S44 9 Supervision (Competence)
36 ResourcesS45
S46 29 Work Assignment
12S47 Benefits (Specific)






SCALES AND ITEMS USED IN STUDY OF JOB SATISFACTION
ORGANISATION UNITS A,B,C,D AND E
Scale Number
1. Ability Utilization
1. The way my job allows me to make full use of my
abilities. A,B,C,D,E.
2. Advancement
1. My opportunities for promotion and advancement.
A,B,D,E.
2. Opportunities for advancement. C
3. Work Challenge
1. The amount of challenge in my job. A,B,D,E.
2. The challenge in my job. C
4. Company Aims and Plan
1. The understanding I have of the company's goals
and plans. E
2. The understanding I have of the Hotel's goals
and plans. A
3. The degree to which the goals and plans of the
organisation are explained to me. C
4. The understanding I have of the department's
goals and plans. B,D
5. Staffing
1. The methods used in assigning jobs and tasks. E
2. Quality of the new recruits. B,D
6. Compensation (Amount)
1. The amount of pay I receive for the work I do.
A,B,D,E




1. My pay compared to others with the same qualifications
E
2. My pay compared to others in this organisation.
A,B,D,E
3. My pay compared to others in similar jobs in
other organisations. A,B,D
8. Feedback
1. The way I am told how well I am doing. A,B,D,E
2. The amount of feedback I get on how well I am
doing. C
3. The way I am clearly toed what is expected
of me. C
9. Supervision (Competence)
1. The competence of my immediate supervisor in
management practices. A,B,C,D-,E
2. The ability of my supervisors to make good
decisions. E
3. The amount of supervision I receive. E
4. The specific instructions I am given on "how
to" perform my job. B
5. The way myoverseer or supervisor tackles the
problems in my section and sincerely works
toward a solution. B
6. The way my supervisor seeks to help me to
identify improve my weak areas of per-
formance. D
7. My supervisor's familiarity with my per-
formance. D
10. Supervision (Human Relations)
1. The way my supervisor deals with poor per-
formances. E
2. My relationship with my supervisor. A,B,D,E
3. The Director's human relations skills with
the staff. C
4. My immediate supervisor's human relations
skills with staff. C
11. General Satisfaction




1. My benefits package. A,B,D,E
2. The degree to which the company genuinely
cares for the welfare of its employees. E
3. The bef of i is package (including vacation,
insurance, retirement, medical, education). C
4. The way the organisation is genuinely
interested in my welfare. C
5. The position for which the retirees are
rehired. B
6. The uniforms I am provided with. B
13. Communication (Formal Channels)
1. My supervisor's ability to communicate well
with his/her staff. A,B,D,E
2. The Director's ability to communicate well
with the staff. C
3. Communication within the department between
the headquarters and the outlying field
offices. B
14. Cooperation
1. The spirit of cooperation among my fellow
workers. E
2. Cooperation between my department and other
departments. E
3. The degree of support we receive from other
departments when we are trying to accomplish
a task. E
4. Cooperation between departments. A
5. Cooperation between centers. C
6. Cooperation between departments within the
organisation. B
7. The way my supervisor and co-workers support
me when I need them. (e.g. a lawsuit or
other difficulties arise during the performance
of my duties) B
8. The way the different sections within each
department work together. D
9. The degree of cooperation work together
with staff from other departments (e.g.
legal, treasury) D
10. Cooperation between departments. D
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Scale Number
15. Fair Treatment (Discipline)
1. The effectiveness of the disciplincary systems. B
16. Management (Practices)
1. The degree to which the company is effectively
managed and well-run (overall). E
2. The extent to which action is taken on sugges-
tions made by employees. E
3. The management skills of those in supervisory
positions. E
4. The way the Director manages the organisation. C
5. The way meetings are used effectively. C
6. The usefulness of the monthly statistical
summaries. C
7. My understanding of how the monthly statistical
summaries are used. C
17. Performance Evaluation (Practices)
1. The way I know just what is expected of me
the way performance standards are clear. E
2. The usefulness of performance reviews. A, B, D, E
3. The usefulness of annual performance reviews
for promotion purposes. C
4. The fairness of annual performance reviews. C
5. The confidentiality and accuracy of performance
reviews in assessing my true performance. B
6. The criteria (i.e. number of tickets issued)
used to evaluate my performance. B
7. The fairness of the evaluation system. B
18. Promotion (Bases)
1. The way promotions are based upon merit and
performance, rather than on tenure alone. E
2. The fairness ofpromotion procedures. A,B,D,E
19. Recognition
1. The recognition I get for doing a good job.
A,B,D,,E
2. The way I am appreciated for the contribution
I make to the company. E
3. The trust and respect the company has for its
employees. E
4. The praise and recognition I get for doing




1. The number of people I have to supervise
(supervisors only). C
21. Security
1. The way my job is secure as long as I perform
well. A, B, D, E
2. My job security. C
22. Training Needs
1. Opportunities for training and development.
A,B,D-,E
2. Opportunities for training and professional
development. C
3. The training I received for my job. D
23. Working Conditions
1. My working conditions. A,B,D,E
2. The working conditions (office space, cleanliness,
noise, etc). C
3. The working environment. B
24. Participation
1. The way my ideas are listened to and acted
upon. A, B, C, D, E
2. The chance to express my opinions about matters
relating to my work. E
3. My participation in decisions that affect my
work or affect the organisation. C
25. Authority





1. My long-term career prospects in this organisa-
tion. A,B,D,E,
2. The way I am given career guidance. C
3. My career prospects in this organisation. C
27. Hours
1. The way my job allows me to use my time effect
ively. A,B,C,D,E
2. The number of hours I work. B
3. The amount of overtime I must do to perform
my job adequately. D
28. Independence
1. The way I have freedom to do my job the way
I want to. A, B, D, E
29. Work Assignment
1. My workload. A, B, C, D, E
2. The amount of pressure I feel on the job. E
3. The amount of promotional work I generally
have to do. C
4. The usefulness and necessity of the paperwork
I must do. C
5. The way the number of cases I carry does not
harm the quality of my work. C
6. The equality of the workload among the differing
departments. D
30. Achievement
1. The feeling of accomplishment I get from my
job. A,B,C,D,E
2. The chance to be of service to others. A, B, C, D, E
3. The way the Public appreciates the service I
perform. B




1. Departmental attempts to secure community
support through publicity/media. B
32. Quality of Output
1. The way this company provides an efficient,
cost-effective product/service to the
customers. E
2. The way the organisation is pioneering useful
new services. C
33. Variety
1. The way my job gives me a chance to do a
variety of kinds of work. A, B, D, E
2. The way I have opportunities to do a
variety of kinds of work. C
34. Autonomy
1. The degree to which I have a reasonable
amount of control over areas for which
I am responsible. E
2. The autonomy I have in the way I do my
job. C
3. The opportunity to try my own methods for
doing the job. C
4. The freedom I have (filling out reports,
etc.) to use the language I am most com-
fortable in. B
35. Employee Orientation
1. The way new employees are oriented to their
jobs. A,B,D,E
36. Resources
1. The availability of supplies and equipment I
need to do my job. E
2. The quality of the support personnel in the
organisation. C
I. Availability of needed supplies and equipment.C
4. The adequate supply of tools, equipment, and
paraphenalia needed in my job. B





1. The way I can take pride in working for
the company. E
2. The way I can take pride in working for
the organisation. C
38. Co-workers (Friendliness)
1. The way my co-workers are friendly and
cooperative. A,B,D,E
2. The way my co-workers cooperate and are
friendly toward each other. C
39. Co-workers (Performance)
1. The performance of my subordinates. B
2. The respect and support I receive from
my subordinates. B
3. The performance of the support staff. D
40. Organisation Change
1. The way the company tells employees o:
changes that affect them. E
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APPENDIX IV
FACTOR STRUCTURE AND FACTOR SCALES FOR JOB
SATISFACTION, EIGENVALUE= 1
ORGANISATION UNIT A
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale No. Scale
Factor 1
0.761 S2 9 Supervision(Competence)
0.721 S4 13 Communication(Formal
Channels)
0.700 S18 8 Feedback
0.725 S28 10 Supervision(Human
Relations)
0.537 S30 11 General Satisfaction
Factor 2
0.774 S8 6 Compensation(Amount)
0.666 S16 7 Compensation
(Comparison)
0.787 S27 7 Compensation
(Comparison)
Factor 3
0.698 S22 22 Training Needs
0.644 S23 18 Promotion(Bases)
0.594 S24 17 Performance Evalua-
tion(Practices)
0.556 S25 4 Company Aims and
Plans
Factor 4
0.644 S19 12 Benefits(Specific)
0.646 S20 14 Cooperation
Factor 5
0.702 S5 1 Ability Utilization
0.657 S6 3 Work Challenge
0.620 S15 30 Achievement
0.515 S21 33 Variety
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0.699 S3 27 Hours
0.515 S10 28 Independence
0.508 S17 29 Work Assignment
Note: Scales with loading less than 0.5
are omitted
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FACTOR STRUCTURE AND FACTOR SCALES FOR JOB
SATISFACTION, EIGENVALUE= 1
ORGANISATION UNIT B
































































Factor Loading Scale No. ScalEVariable No.
Factor 11





Note: Scales with loading less than 0.5
are omitted
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FACTOR STRUCTURE AND FACTOR SCALES FOR JOB
SATISFACTION, EIGENVALUE= 1
ORGANISATION UNIT C





















































29 Work Assignment0.823 S21
29 Work Assignment0.531 S22
29 Work Assignment0.612 S37
Factor 12
290.752 S27 Work Assignment
24 Participation0.521 S30
Factor 13
S28 26 Career Development0.560
26S35 Career Development0.519
Note: Scales with loading less
than 0.5 are omitted
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FACTOR STRUCTURE AND FACTOR SCALES FOR JOB
SATISFACTION, EIGENVALUE= 1
ORGANISATION UNIT D



























































Note: Scales with loading less than 0.5
are omitted
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FACTOR STRUCTURE AND FACTOR SCALES FOR JOB
SATISFACTION, EIGENVALUE= 1
ORGANISATION UNIT E
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale No. Scale
Factor 1
0.681 S18 6 Compensation (Amount)
0.657 S22 22 Training Needs
0.612 S28 10 Supervision (Human
Relations)
0.578 S40 16 Management Practices
0.676 S42 17 Performance
Evaluation (Practices)
0.774 S44 9 Supervision (Compe-
tence)
Factor 2
0.799 S13 38 Friendly Co-Workers
0.679 S26 35 Employee Orientation
0.746 S38 14 Cooperation
0.530 S39 5 Staffing Quality
and Quantity
0.617 S46 29 Work Assignment
0.547 S51 16 Management Practices
Factor 3
0.589 S8 6 Compensation (Amount)
0.846 S19 12 Benefits (Specific)
0.699 S25 4 Company Aims and
Plans
0.793 S47 12 Benefits (Specific)
0.528 S48 32 Quality of Output
Factor 4
0.772 S2 9 Supervision (Compe-
tence)
0.636 S4 13 Communication-(Formal
Channels)
0.600 S6 3 Work Challenge
0.615 S34 9 Supervision
(Competence)
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0.594 S39 5 Staffing Quality
and Quantity
0.632 S45 29 Work Assignment
Factor 6
0.844 S7 Advancement2
0.547 S29 26 Career Development
Factor 7
0.760 S17 29 Work Assignment
Factor 8





0.756 S10 28 Independence












Note: Scales with loading less
than 0.5 are omitted
APPENDIXV
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR JOB SATISFACTION
WITH AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
ORGANISATION UNIT A
240 observations
INITIAL FACTOK FETHCC: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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Total h2= 18.40 h230= 0.6134
ORGANISATION-. UNIT A
ROTATION METHOD: VARIMAX

































































































































































































































































Variance 23.30 15.18 16.27 12.10 15.53 Q TO n oi 100
Percent Total
Variance 14.29 9.31 9.98 7.43 9.52 5.15 5.66 61.34
RF.qnr.TS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR JOB SATISFACTION
TaJTTH AM FTOFNVAr.TIF OF 1
OROAMTS ATTON TINTT R
nh.qprypf i nn.q
INITIAL FACTOR fETHCD: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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12 FACTORS WILL EE RETAINED
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0. J 6 1 8 1
0• 2 8 0 b 4
-0 .93831
G. Jo 4b 5
- 9.0054
0.50336
9. 0 7 1 1 9
—0.0021 6
0.03 05 5
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Variance 9.43 15.73 10.59 9.87 7.1 10.81 8.44 6.17 5.50 5.64 5.68 5.04 100
Percent Total
Variance 5.57 Q.?9 5.R3 4.20 6.39 4.99 3.64 3.25 3.34 3.35 2.98 59.09
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR JOB SATISFACTION
WITH AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
ORGANISATION UNIT C
50 observations
INITIAL FACTOR METHCD: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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S45O~ 1 1 G
Total h2- 54.19 h~45= 0.7597
ROTATION METHOD! VAWIMAX
ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
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FACTGR9_ I At; c: nA FACTOR 101 ac Ancrn FACTOR1 I% r~|• r FACTOR1 2O-niQ77C FACTOR13 Total
Percent Common
Variance 16.53 11.44
fi.OQ 6.94 6.84 ft _7 5.73 6.33 n -re
Percent Total
Variance 12.55 8.00 4.G3 5.27 5.20 7 5.12 4.35 4.81 A AT
ORGANISATION UNIT C
ROATCE FACTOR PATTERN
VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY EACH FACTOR
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR JOB SATISFACTION
WITH AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
ORGANISATION UNIT D
118 observations
INITIAL FACTOH fETHCC t PHINC I PAL AXIS
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Variance 13.31 8.31 14.68 9.75 9.44 14.22 7.95 5.39 6.41 5.34 5.20 IOC
Percent Total
Variance 9.48 5.92 10.45 6.94 6.72 10.13 5.66 3.84 4.56 3.80 3.70 71.20
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR JOB SATISFACTION
WITH AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
ORGANISATION UNIT E
60 observations
INITIAL FACTOR METHGC: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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13 FACTORS WILL BE RETAINED.
•FINAL-COMMUNAL IT V ESTIMATES (h)
Si
0 c 05374 9
S1 4
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Total h2= 39.04 h251= 0.7654
ORGANISATION UNIT E
ROTATION METHOD: VARIMAX
ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
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? .4 I 1 I 41 FACTOR1 22.537713
F ACTORIJ
I .56 73JJ Total
Percent Commoi
Variance 14.00 11.80
12.43 9.42 9.45 6.17 4.56 4.34 6.37 4.63 6.18 6 .63 4.02 LOO
Percent Total
Variance 10.72 9.03 9.51
7.21 7.24 4.73 3.49 3.32 4.88 3.54 4.73 5.07 3.07 76.54
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APPENDIX VI
JOB SATISFACTION FACTOR SCALES FOR. A
FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT A
ScaleFactor Loading Variable No. Scale No.





























4 Company Aims and PlansS250.503
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.5 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate Scale which emerged in
only one organisation unit
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JOB SATISFACTION FACTOR SCALES FOR A
FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT B









S25 180.563 Promotion (Bases)
























ScaleScale No.Variable No.Factor Loading











Note: Scales with loading less than
0.5 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate Scale which emerged in
only one organisation unit
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JOB SATISFACTION FACTOR SCALES FOR A
FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT C
ScaleScale No.Variable No.Factor Loading




































Factor Loading Variable No. Scale No. Scale
Factor 4: Interpersonal Relations (Cont'd)
0.545 S33 16 Management (Practices)
0.572 S34 14 Cooperation
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.5 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate Scale which emerged in
only one organisation unit
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JOB SATISFACTION FACTOR SCALES FOR A
FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT D
Variable No. Scale No ScaleFactor Loading





S12 Working Conditions0.506 23
Friendly Co-WorkersS130.554 38
0.713 S28 10 Supervision (Human
Relations)
0.533 S32 Training Needs22
S33 Supervision0.515 9
(Competence)
0.518 S34 36 Rescources




Factor 2: Personal Progress and Development
Communication0.678 S5 13
(Formal Channels)













180.771 S23 Promotion (Bases)
100
Factor Loading ScaleScale No,Variable No.




Employee Orientation0.548 S26 35
Compensation0.695 S27
(Comparison)
Career Development0.699 S29 26
0.524 General SatisfactionS30 11
Factor 4: Organisation Context
Achievement0.537 30Si
S17 29 Work Assignment0.584
Hours270.532 S31
Work Assignment0.523 S38 29
0.615 S39 5 Staffing
S40 Cooperation0.596 14
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.5 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate Scale which emerged in
only one organisation unit





JOB SATISFACTION FACTOR SCALES FOR A
FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT E
ScaleScale No.Variable No.Factor Loading









































Factor Loading Variable No. Scale No. Scale
Factor 4
0.649 S5 13 Communication (Formal
Channels)
0.731 S6 3 Work Challenge
0.655 S15 30 Achievement
0.576 S37 19 Recognition
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.5 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate Scale which emerged in
only one organisation unit
APPENDIX VII
RESULTS OF FOUR FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR
ORGANISATION UNIT A
240 observations
INITIAL F AC T Civ fETHFD: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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Total h2= 15.19 h230= 0.5063
ORGANISATION UNIT A
HOT AT ION METHOD: VAIUV.AX
ROTATE! FACTOR PATTERN
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Variance 30.11 21.04 25.44 23.3T 100
.Percen t_ Tot a I
Variance 15.27 10.65t 12.88 11.83 50.63
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Total h2 V 19.87 h2Sl= o3R97
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CHANCE TO BE OF SERVICE TO OTHERS
MOT COMPETENCE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
JC3 ALLOWS EFFECTIVE TIME USAGE_
SUPERVISOR COMMUNICATES WELL WlTtf~~STAFF
FULL USE OF MY ABILITIES
AMOUNT OF CHALLENGE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTION ADVANCE
AMOUNT OF PAY FOR WORK
JOB SECURITY
. FREEDOM TO DO JOB WAY I WANT TO
MY IDEAS LISTENED TO 6 ACTED.UPON
WORKING CONDITIONS
FRIENDLY AND COOPERATIVE CO-WORKERS
RECOGNITION FOR GOOD JOB
FEELING UF ACCOMPLISHMENT FROM JOB
PAY COMPARED OTHERS IN OTHER ORGAN
WORKLOAD
WAY I AM TOLD HOW I AM DOING
BENEFITS PACKAGE
COOPERATION BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS
CHANCE TO DO A VARIETY OF WORK
OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINING 6 DEVELOP
Fairness gF promotion procedures
USEFULNESS OF PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
UNDERSTANDING OF DEPTS GOALS PLAN
ORIENTATION OF NEW EMPLOYEES
PAY COMPARED TO OTHERS IN THIS ORG
RELATIONSHIP WITH MY SUPERVISOR
LONG-TERM CAREER PROSPECTS IN THIS ORGAN
MY JOB ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
conFIDEnt Ialaccurate performance REv IEw
CRITERIA TO EVALUATE PERFORMANCE
FAIRNESS OF EVALUATION SYSTEM
PUBLIC APPRECIATES MY SERVICE
PERFORMANCE OF SUBORDINATES
Quality uF new recruits
NUMBER OF HOURS I WORK
FREEDOM OF CHOICE OF LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTIONS UN 1 HOW T0(.PERFORM.JOB
WORKING ENVIRONMENT
OVERSEER TACKLES PROBLEMSSQLUTIONS
SUPPORT FROM SUPERVISORCO —WORKERS
EFFECTIVENESS OF disciplinary system
RESPECT AND SUPPORT FROM SUBORDINATES
POSITION WHICH RETIREES ARE REHIRED
AUTHORITY TO FULFILL PERFORMANCE
DEPT.ATTEMPTS FOR COMMUNITY SUPPORT
PRIDE IN THE WORK I DO










RESULTS OF FOUR FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR
,TDR .aTT.RParTT DM
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INITIAL FACTOR METHOD: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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Total h2= 10.65 h240= 0.4912
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CHANCE to be of service to others
MOT COMPETENCE OF IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
JOB ALLOCS EFFECTIVE TIME USAGE
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OVERTIME REQUIRED TO DO JOB WELL
TRAINING RECEIVED FOR JOG
SUPERVISOR HELPS IMPROVE MY WEAKNESSES
EQUIP AND SUPPLIES AVAIL AND QUALITY
PERFORMANCE OF SUPPORT STAFF'
supecvisor Familiar with my performance
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APPENDIX VIII





Not afraid of failureE30.541
Flexible and adaptableE150.533
E180.525 Top management a partner
not obstacle








Commitment to one anotherE20.737
Strong loyalty to organi-E50.543
sation
Staff feel part of winningE160.554
team
Factor 3
Sensitive to needs ofE100.666
society





Focus on things we do wellE40.859
Factor 5
Pride in fact hat we areE60.685
best





Reputation for excellence with0.610 E8
public
Sensitive to needs of societyE100.494
Management knows staff wellEll0.457
Use our resources wellE120.480
Factor 6
Have trust and respect ofE90.486
supervisor
Teamwork and coorpo.ationE140.489
Staff feel part of winningE160.528
team
Support staff support usE220.598
Interested in results notE230.651
procedures
Work on finding way to doE240.544
the difficult
Encourage and reward ex-E250.453
cellence
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
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FACTOR STRUCTURE AND FACTOR SCALES FOR EXCELLENCE
EIGENVALUE= 1
ORGANISATION UNIT B
Factor Loading ScaleVariable No.
Factor 1
0.562 E20 Action oriented
0.631 E23 Interested in results
not procedures
0.723 E24 Work on finding way to
do the difficult
Factor 2
0.596 El Mission understood by
employees
0.747 E2 Commitment to one another
0.631 E3 Not afraid of failure
0.726 E5 Strong loyalty to organi-
sation
0.554 E6 Pride in fact that we
are best
0.563 E16 Staff feel part of winning
team
0.521 E22 Support staff support us
Factor 3
0.541 E8 Reputation for excellence
with public
0.635 El0 Sensitive to needs of
society
0.656 E1 Seeking to improve manage
ment services
0.512 E15 Flexible and adaptable
0.752 E17 Client most important
concern
Factor 4
0.465 E6 Pride in fact that we are
best
0.717 E7 Chief interested in staff
welfare
0.527 E9 Have trust and respect
of supervisor




Top management a partner notE180.634
obstacle
Control systems help notE190.632
limit
Action orientedE210.454
Encourage and reward ex-E250.619
cellence
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
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Use our resources well0.565 E12
Seeking to improve manage-0.734 E13
ment services
Flexible and adaptable0.504 E15
Control systems help not0.627 E19
limit
Factor 2
Flexible and adaptable0.480 E15





0.464 E23 Support staff support us
0.504 E24 Interested in results not
procedures
0.746 E25 Work on finding way to do
the difficult
Factor 3
0.527 E3 Commitment to one another
0.452 E6 Not afraid of failure
0.836 E16 Staff feel part of winning
team
0.797 E20 Spirit of commitment to
excellence teamwork
Factor 4
0.895 E2 Focus on things we do well
0.530 E24 Interested in resulLs not
procedures
Factor 5
0.525 E7 Chief interested in staff
welfare
0.833 Ell Management knows staff well
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Factor Loading ScaleVariable No.
Factor 6
0.638 E5 Pride in fact that we
are best
0.783 Reputation for excellenceE8
with public
E140.493 Teamwork and coorporation
0.484 E18 Top management a partner
not obstacle
Factor 7





Have trust and respect ofE90.570
supervisor
Sensitive to needs ofEl00.772
society
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
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Not afraid of failureE30.601
Chief interested in staffE70.691
welfare
Management knows staffEll0.74 7
well
Teamwork and cooperationE140.490
E180.612 Top management a partner
not obstacle
Factor 2
Strong loyalty to departmentE50.704




Have trust and respect ofE90.584
supervisor
Sensitivity to needs ofE100.560
society




Interested in results notE230.755
procedures
Work on finding way to doE240.686
the difficult
Factor 4





Commitment to one anotherE20.619
Reputation for excellenceE80.551
with public




Support staff support usE220.696
Factor 6
Seeking to improve manageE130.634
ment and services
Flexible and adaptableE150.622
Control systems help notE190.765
limit
Factor 7




Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
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Have trust and respect ofE90.651
supervisor




Not afraid of failureE30.796







Strong loyalty to organisationE50.599
Pride in fact that we areE60.821
best




Management knows staff wellEll0.560
Use our resources wellE120.681
Staff feel part of winningE160.506
team
Factor 4
Sensitive to needs ofEl00.688
society
Management knows staff wellEll0.490
Flexible and adaptableE150.453
Encourage and reward ex-E250.778
cellence
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ScaleFactor Loading Variable No.
Factor 5
Seeking to improve manage-E130.803
ment services
Teamwork and coorporationE140.496
Interested in results notE230.722
procedures
Factor 6




Commitment to one anotherE20.773




Work on finding way to doE240.684
the difficult
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
WITH AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
nRnaMT.c; arpTOM mnttt a
250 observation
INITIAL FACTOR KETHCC: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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ROTATION method: var ikax
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Variance 23.33 15_ R7 14 M 1 70 1Q Q1 1 o or? 1m
Percent Total
Variance 14.28 9.72 8.78 4.77 12.in 11 i=; R1 21
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
WTTH AM RTfiRMW AT.TIF OP 1
ORGANISATION UNIT B
51.0 observations
INITIAL FACTOR METHOD: PRINCIPAL AXIS
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Total h2= 14.03 h225= 0.5611_
ORGANISATION UNIT B
ROTATION method: varimax
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,7 I 33 UN UNDERSTOOD3Y EMPLOYEES
COMMITMENT TU CNC AN OTHER
NOT AFRAID OF FAILURE
FUCUJ ON THINGS WE GO toELL
STRONG LOYALTY TO )EPAR TM EN T
PRIDE IN FACT THAT WE ARE HOST
CHIEF INTERESTED IN STAFF WELFARE
REPUTATION FUR EXCELLENCE wITH PUtiLlC
HAVE T RUST ANG RESPECT OF SUPERVISOR
SENSITIVITY TU MARKET DIRECTIONS
MANAGEMENT KNOWS STAFF WELL
USE OUR RESOURCES WELL (GUUD INVEST)
SEEKING TU IMPROVE MGT 6 SERVICES
TEAMWORK AND COOPERATION IN OEPT
department is flex idle l adaptable
STAFF FEEL PART OF MINING T E A V
CLIENT MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN
TOP MANAGEMENT A PARTNER NOT OESTACLE
CONTROL SYSTEMS HELP NOT LIMIT
CTION ORIENTED
STRUCTURE ENCOURAGES FREEDOM CF ACTION
SUPPORT STAFF 'SUPPORT US
INTERESTED IN RESULTS NOT PROCEDURES
WORK ON FINDING WAY TO DO TnE DIFFICULT
ENCOURAGES AND REWARDS EXCELLENCE











Variance 14„30 25.86 21.50 29.25 9.09 100
Percent Total
Variance 8.03 14.51 12.06 16.41' 5.10 56.11
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
WTTH AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
ORGANISATION UNIT C
59 observations
INITIAL FACTOR METHODS PRINCIPAL AXIS
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Variance 13.05 18.5 17 _ns 9 .42 10.21 12.78 8.68 10.26 100
Percent Total
Variance 9.42 13.38 12.30 6.80 7.36 9.22 6.26 7.40 79 14
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
WITH AN EIGENVALUE OF 1
ORGANISATION UNIT D
119 observations
INITIAL FACTOR METHOD I PRINCIPAL AXIS
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Total h2= 16.41 h225= 0.6562
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_S T AFF FELL PART OF WINNING TEAM
CLIENT MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN
TOP MANAGEMENT A PARTNER NOT OBSTACLE
CONTROL SYSTEMS HELP NOT LIMIT
ACT ION OR IENTED
STRUCTURE ENCOURAGES FREEDOM OF ACTION
SUPPORT STAFF SUPPORT US
INTERESTED IN RESULTS NCT PROCEDURES
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ENCOURAGES AND HE:AU0S EXCELLENCE
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Percent Commo 1 ir 1 6.9 14.42 8.33 10(
Percent Tota 7.33 6.1 n at. 5.47 65.62
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
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48 observations
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«f. 12.A' -it -i 22_fi2 15.31 12.fi 8 .87 14 .57 100
Percent Total
Variance 9.20 9.36 16.15- 10.93% 9.02 6 .3 10.41 71.4C
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APPENDIX X
EXCELLENCE FACTOR SCALES FOR A FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT A
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 1: Intra-organisation Relations and Policies
0.506 E3 Not afraid of failure
0.582 E7 Chief interested in staff
welfare
0.578 E9 Have trust and respect of
supervisor
0.615 Ell Management knows staff well
0.522 E12 Use our resources well
0.610 E14 Teamwork and coorporation
0.606 E15 Flexible and adaptable
0.602 E18 Top management a partner
not obstacle
0.671 E19 Control systems help not
limit
0.588 E20 Action oriented
0.647 E21 Structure encourages freedom
of action
0.654 E25 Encourage and reward ex-
cellence
Factor 2: Individual Intra-personal Perception
0.795 E1 Mission understood by
employees
0.761 E2 Commitment to on another
0.487 E3 Not afraid of failure
0.559 E5 Strong loyalty to organi-
sation
0.583 E16 Staff feel part of winning
team
Factor 3: Interaction with Organisational
Environment
0.624 E8 Reputation for excellence
with public
0.780 E10 Sensitive to needs of-
society
0.617 E13 Seeking to improve manage-
ment services
0.716 E17 Client most importans
concern
134
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 4: Attitudes in Execution
0.742 E4 Focus on things we do well
0.484 E23 Interested in results not
procedures
0.506 E24 Work on finding way to do
the difficult
Note: Scale with loading less than
0.45 omitted
*Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate scale which emerged
in only one organisation unit
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EXCELLENCE FACTOR SCALES FOR A FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT B
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 1: Attitudes in Execution
0.556 E20 Action oriented
0.628 E23 Interested in results
not procedures
0.728 E24 Work on finding way to
do the difficult
Factor 2: Individual Intra-personal
Perception
0.632 El Mission understood by
employees
0.772 E2 Commitment to one another
0.609 E3 Not afraid of failure
0.698 E5 Strong loyalty to
organisation
0.475 E6 Pride in fact that we
are best
0.505 E16 Staff feel part of winning
team
0.547 E22 Support staff support us
Factor 3 : Interaction with Organisational
Environment
0.494 E8 Reputation for excellence
with public
0.653 El0 Sensitive to needs of
society
0.712 E13 Seeking to improve
management services
0.493 E14 Teamwork and coorporation
0.542 E15 Flexible and adaptable
0.702 E17 Client most important
concern
Factor 4: Intra-organisation Relations
and Policies
0.531 E6 Pride in fact that we are
best
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Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 4: Intra-organisation Relations
and Policies (Cont'd)
0.725 E7 Chief interested in
staff welfare
0.515 E9 Have trust and respect
of supervisor
0.763 Ell Management knows stall
well
0.630 E18 Top management a partner
not obstacle
0.593 E19 Control systems help
not limit
0.617 E25 Encourage and reward
excellence
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate scale which emerged in
only one organisation unit
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EXCELLENCE FACTOR SCALES FOR A FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT C
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 1: Attitudes in Execution
0.599 E15 Flexible and adaptable
0.584 E18 Top management a partner
not obstacle
0.551 E19 Control systems help not
limit
0.647 E21 Action oriented
0.786 E22 Structure encourages
freedom of action
0.473 E23 Support staff support us
0.554 E24 Interested in results
not procedures
0.702 E25 Work on finding way to
do the difficult
Factor 2: Interaction with Organisational
Environment
0.559 E2 Focus on things we do well
0.594 E9 Have trust and respect
of supervisor
0.561 E17 Client most important
concern
Factor 3: Individual Intra-personal
Perception
0.720 E3 Commitment to one another
0.730 E4 Strong loyalty to organi-
sation
0.529 E6 Not afraid of failure
0.719 E16 Staff feel part of winning
team
0.746 E20 Sirit of commitment to
excellence teamwork
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Factor Loading Variable No. ScalE
Factor 4: Intra-organisation Relations
and Policies
0.469 El Mission understood by
employees
0.537 E7 Chief interested in staff
welfare
0.674 E8 Reputation for excellence
with public
0.604 Ell Management knows staff
well
0.452 E12 Use our resources well
0.734 E13 Seeking to improve manage.
ment services
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate scale which emerged
in only one organisation unit
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EXCELLENCE FACTOR SCALES FOR A FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT D
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 1: Intra-organisation Relations
and Policies
0.641 E Mission understood by
employees
0.635 E3 Not afraid of failure
0.782 E7 Chief interested in staff
welfare
0.513 E10 Sensitive to needs of society
0.760 Ell Management knows staff well
0.620 E12 Use our resources well
0.534 E13 Seeking to improve manage-
ment services
0.498 E14 Teamwork and coorporation
0.500 E15 Flexible and adaptable
0.655 E18 Top management a partner not
obstacle
0.515 E19 Control systems help not
limit
0.543 E25 Encourage and reward ex-
cellence
Factor 2
0.568 E2 Commitment to one another
0.460 E5 Strong loyalty to organisation
0.641 E6 Pride in fact that we are
best
0.727 E8 Reputation for excellence
with public
0.528 E9 Have trust and respect of
supervisor
0.486 E10 Sensitive to needs of society
0.484 E14 Teamwork and coorporation
0.699 E16 Staff feel part of winning
team
0.586 E17 Client most important concern
0.508 E22 Support staff support us
Factor 3: Attitudes in Execution
0.538 E21 Structure encourages freedom
of action
0.782 E23 Interested in results not
procedures
0.645 E24 Work on finding way to do the
difficult
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Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 4: Attitudes in Execution
0.614 E4 Focus on things we do well
0.730 E20 Action oriented
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
Scale common in at least two
organisation units
Legitimate scale which emerge
in only one organisation unit
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EXCELLENCE FACTOR SCALES FOR A FOUR FACTOR MODEL
ORGANISATION UNIT E
Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 1: Individual Intra-personal
Perception
0.749 E Mission understood by
employees
0.564 E2 Commitment to one another
0.860 E5 Strong loyalty to organi-
sation
0.455 E7 Chief interested in staff
welfare
0.555 E9 Have trust and respect
of supervisor
0.553 Ell Management knows staff well
0.610 E12 Use our resources well
0.599 E15 Flexible and adaptable
0.75 0 E16 Staff feel part of winning
team
Factor 2: Attidues in Execution
0.748 E3 Not afraid of failure
0.493 E14 Teamwork and coorpoation
0.472 E15 Flexible and adaptable
0.728 E21 Structure encourages
freedom of action
0.467 E22 Support staff support us
0.655 E24 Work on finding way to do
the difficult
Factor 3
0.609 E4 Focus on things we do well
0.559 E6 Pride in fact that we are
best
0.515 E7 Chief interested in staff
welfare
0.784 E8 Reputation for excellence
with public
0.560 E18
Top management a partner
not obstacle
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Factor Loading Variable No. Scale
Factor 4: Intra-organisation Relations
and policies
0.532 E9 Have trust and respect of
supervisor
0.552 El0 Sensitive to needs of
society
0.499 Ell Management knows staff well
0.483 E13 Seeking to improve manage-
ment services
0.561 E23 Interested in results not
procedures
0.811 E25 Encourage and rewards ex-
cellence
Note: Scales with loading less than
0.45 are omitted
Scale common in-at least two
organisation units
Legitimate scale which emerged
in only one organisation unit
APPENDIX XI
RESULTS OF FOUR FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
ORGANISATION UNIT A
250 observations
INITIAL FACTUP METHCC: PRINCIPAL AXIS
































































































































































4 FACTORS WILL £2 RETAINED.
























































FACTOR1 FACTOR2 FACTOR3 FACTOR4
E1 0.11643 0.79483 0.17146 0.08152
E2 0.18062 0.76131 0.02189 0.11413E3 0.50561 0.48650 0.15563 0.12552
E4 0.10614 0.11521 0.03580 0.74234
E5 0.32819 0.55880 0.22431 0.41566
E6 0.41864 0.26784 0.27058 0.28315
E7 0328218 0.01877 0.16946 0.31800
E8 0.30262 0.16595 0.62398 0.25784
E9 0.57817 0.15645 0.28189 0.13085
E10 0.27428 0.08759 0.78000 0.12762E11 0.61476 0.10134 0.23205 0.07179
E12 0.52186 0.20086 0.34712 0.07974
E13 0.43234 0.04275 0.61660 0.14129
E14 0.61918 0.18562 0.37559 0.25548
E15 0.60804 0.21831 0.44410 0.02259
E16 0.27573 0.58275 0.24531 0.17323
E17 0.30510 0.21549 0.71597 0.11046E18 0.60161 0.27556 0.19044 0.05563
E19 0.67115 0.27792 0.07795 0.01651
E20 0.58303 0.09231 0.18379 0.24072E21 0.64692 0.24604 0.03592 0.05403
E22 034712 0.31468 0.12666 0.41015E23 0.40334 0.07041 0.12666 0.48373
E24 0.42262 0.09434 0.11229 0.50579E25 0.65440 0.16592 .0743 .14348
VARIANCE EXPLANINED BY EACH FACTOR
FACTOR1 FACTOR2 FACTOR3 FACTOR4 TOTAL
5.554254 2.789209 2.933666 1.922780 13.20rcent Common
42.08 21.13 22.22 14.57 100Variance
recent Total 22.22 11.16 11.73 7.69 52.80
Variance
.ORGANISATION UNIT B
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0. 61 73 8
MISSION UNDERSTOOD BY EMPLOYEES
COMMITMENT TO ONE ANOTHER
NOT AFRAID OF FAILURE,
FOCUS ON THINGS WE UO WELL
STRONG LOYALTY TO DEPARTMENT
PRIDE IN FACT THAT WE ARE BEST
CHIEF INTERESTED IN STAFF WELFARE
RERUTATIGN FOR EXCELLENCE WITH PUBLIC
HAVE TRUST AND RESPECT OF SUPERVISOR
SENSITIVITY TO MARKET DIRECTIONS
MANAGEMENT KNOWS STAFF WELL___
USE OUR RESOURCES WELL (GOOD INVEST)
SEEKING TO IMPROVE MGT G SERVICES
TEAMWORK AND COOPERATION IN DEPT
DEPARTMENT IS FLEXIBLE 6 ADAPTABLE
STAFF FEEL PART OF WINNING TEAM
CLIENT MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN
TOP MANAGEMENT A PARTNER NOT OBSTACLE
CONTROL' SYSTEMS HELP__.N0T,.LIMIT
ACTION ORIENTED
STRUCTURE ENCOURAGES FREEDOM OF ACTION
SUPPORT STAFF SUPPURT US
INTERESTED IN RESULTS NOT PROCEDURES
WORK ON FINDING WAY TO DO THE DIFFICULT
ENCOURAGES AND REWARDS EXCELLENCE












Variance 16.23 27.68 93.R5 32.24
Percent Total
Varie nee 8.38 14.29 12.32 16.65 51.64
DPCrn rpo nT? prUTU PAPrpriD AMAT.VQTC FT1R P. YrRT .T .F.MTK
ORGANISATION UNIT C
S9 observations











































































































































4 FACTORS WILL 13E RETAINED.
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ROTATION METHOD: VARIMAX
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ORGAISATION UNIT C
RESULTS OF FOUR FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
ORGANISATION UNIT D
119 observations
INITIAL FACTOR METHOD: PRINCIPAL AXIS






























































































































































4 FACTORS WILL Be RETAINED.

















































































































































































r. l a A7n
MISSION UNDERSTOOD BY EMPLOYEES
CCMMIT MENT TO ONE ANOTHER
NCT AFKAID OF FAILURE
FOCUS ON THINGS WE DO WELL
STRONG LOYALTY TO DEPARTMENT
PRIDE IN FACT THAT WE ARE BEST
CHIEF INTERESTED IN STAFF WELFARE
REPUTATION FOR EXCELLENCEWITH PUBL I C
HAVE TRUST AND RESPECT OF SUPERVISOR
SENSITIVITY TU MARKET DIRECTIONS
MANAGEMENT KNOWS STAFF WELL
USE OUR RESOURCES WELL (GOOD INVEST)
SEEKING TO IMPROVE MGT C SERVICES
TEAMWORK AND COOPERATION IN OEPT
DEPARTMENT IS FLEXIBLE 6 ADAPTABLE
STAFF FEEL PART OF WINNING TEAM
CLIENT MUST IMPORTANT CONCERN
TCP MANAGEMENT A PARTNER NOT OBSTACLE
CONTROL SYSTEMS HELP NOT LIMIT
ACTION ORIENTED'......-
STRUCTURE ENCOURAGES FREEDOM OF ACTION
SUPPORT STAFF SUPPORT US
INTERESTED IN RESULTS NOT PROCEDURES
WCPK ON FINDINGWAY TO DO THE~DIFFICuCT
ENCOURAGES AND REWARDS EXCELLENCE
———» - . . . . .












Variance 39. 82 32.59 15.03 12.56 100
Percent TotaP
Vpriance 20.86 17.07 7.87 6.58 52.38
RESULTS OF FOUR FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR EXCELLENCE
ORGANISATION UNIT E
48 observations
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4 FACTORS WILL BE RETAINED.
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m?7i c FACTCR3P .77APP7 FACTGR43.545221 Total1431
Percent Commor
1Jn1On 34.64 21.18 19.4 24.77 10C
Percent Tota]
Vsl» r» 19.8 12.13 11.12 14.18 57.26
- APPENDIX -XII
RESULTS OF CANONICAL ANALYSIS ON JOB SATISFACTION
FACTORS AND EXCELLENCE FACTORS OF ORGANISATION UNIT A
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM I9J56 MGNOAY. APRIL 9, 1984
w i D ki T K r.• I ON f'jF A I KCT SUPPORTED
CCNTACT YCUR LCCAL COMJFU1 ING R EPRESENTAT I VE T C CQTMN THE SUPPORTED VER S ION OF S AS•
CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS
227 OBSERVATIONS
4 1V AR1 VARIABLES
4 'WITH VARIABLES
SIMPLE STATISTICS
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CCRRELAT1ONS AMONG THE VAR' VARI ABLE5





















CORRELATIONS AMONG THE 'WITH VARIABLES





















CORRELATIONS EtTWEEN THE fVARf VARIABLfcS AND THE fWITHf VARIABLES
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JOB AND ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS SURVEY
Instructions:
This survey is being undertaken by a group of MBA Students of the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. It is designed to evaluate organizational
strengths and weaknesses of the manufacturing industries of Hong Kong
by looking at different organizations through the eyes of their employees.
This questionnaire is short and easy to fill in. It will require less than
30 minutes of your time.
We would like to ask you to be as candid and honest as you can as you
answer each question. You should answer each question exactly as you
see it. Your name is not to be written anywhere on this questionnaire.
You are guaranteed that your responses are kept completely CONFIDENTIAL.
We very much appreciate your cooperation. Please take the time to
complete this questionnaire. Thank you.
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SATISFACTION
In this section you are asked to evaluate how satisfied you are with
various aspects of your job and the organization. You should ask,
on my present job, how satisfied am I with respect to this?
Write the number of the answer you select to the left of the question.
(1) VERY DISSATISFIED. What I am experiencing is far worse
than what I think it should be.
(2) DISSATISFIED. It is not what'I think it should be.
(3) NEITHER DISSATISFIED NOR SATISFIED.
(4) SATISFIED. It is what I expect it should be.
(5) VERY SATISFIED. What I am experiencing is even better
than what I expected.
ON MY CURRENT JOB, HOW SATISFIED AN I WITH
1. The chance to be of service to others.
2. The competence of my immediate supervisor in management
practices.
3. The way my job allows me to use my time effectively.
4. My supervisor's ability to communicate well with his/her staff.
5. The way my job allows me to make full use of my abilities.
6. The amount of challenge in my*job.
7. My opportunities for promotion and advancement.
8. The amount of pay I receive for the work I do.
9. The way' my job is secure as long as I perform well.
10. The way I have freedom to do my job the way I want to.
11. The way my ideas are listened to and acted upon.
12. My working conditions.
13. The way my co-worker's are friendly and cooperative.
14. The recognition I get for doing a good job.
15. The feeling of accomplishment I get from my job.
16. My pay compared to others with the same qualifications.
17. My workload.
18. The way I am told how well I am doing.
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19. My benefits package.
20. Cooperation between my department and other departments.
21. The way my job gives me a chance to do a variety of kinds. of work.
22. Opportunities for training and development.
23. The fairness of promotion procedures.
24. The usefulness of performance reviews.
25. The understanding I have of the company's goals and plans.
26. The way new employees are oriented to their jobs.
27. My pay compared to others in this organization.
28. My relationship with my supervisor.
29. My long-term career prospects in this organization.
30. My job, all things considered.
31. The trust and respect the company has for its employees.
32. The way the company tells employees of changes that affect
them.
33. The chance to express my opinions about matters relating to
my work.
34. The ability of my superiors to make good decisions.
35. The way my supervisor deals with poor performers,
36. The way I can take pride in working for the company.
37. The way I am appreciated for the contribution I make to
the company.
38. The spirit of cooperation among my fellow workers.
39. The methods used in assigning jobs and tasks.
40. The extent to which action is taken on suggestions made by
employees.
41. The degree to which the company is effectively managed and
well-run (overall).
42. The way I know just what is expected of me the way performance
standards are clear.
4 3. The way promotions are based upon merit and performance, rather
than on tenure alone.
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44. The amount of supervision I receive.
45. The availability of supplies and equipment I need to do my job.
46. The amount of pressure I feel on the job.
47. The degree to which the company genuinely cares-.for the welfare
of its employees.
48. The way this company provides an efficient, cost-effective
product/service to the customers.
4 9. The degree to which I have a reasonable amount of control
over areas for which I am responsible.
50. The degree of support we receive from other departments when
we are trying to accomplish a task.
51. The management skills of those in supervisory positions.
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ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE EVALUATION
For each of the statements below, ask yourself whether you believe the
statement is descriptive of your organization. Write the number which
represents your answer to the left of each question.
(1) STRONGLY DISAGREE. Clearly NOT representative of my
organization.
(2) DISAGREE. For the most part, this is not true.
(3) NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE.
(4) AGREE. This is fairly accurate.
(5) STRONGLY AGREE. This is clearly representative of
my organization.
1. All the members of this organization know exactly what we
stand for and what we are trying to achieve.
2. Our staff have a high commitment to one another.
3. In our organization, we are not afraid of failure. We are
willing to make mistakes and to encourage innovation.
4. In this organization we focus on the things we so well and
don't try to do things we are not equipped to do well.
5. There is a strong loyalty to the organization.
6. Most of us in this organization feel that we are the "best"
in our field and take a great deal of pride in that fact.
7. Top management is clearly interested in the welfare of
the staff and demonstrates this in action as well as words.
8. Our customers definitely look upon our company as providing
excellence in our services. We have a definite reputation
for excellance.
9. 1 know that I have the trust and respect of my supervisor.
10. This organization spends a great deal of time and effort trying
to identify the current and future needs of our markets so that
we can better tailor our services to meet those needs.
11. Top management in this organization knows the staff well because
he spends time with the staff.
12. There is no doubt that an investment in this organization is
a good one. We use our resources very well.
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13. We are constantly seeking to improve the way we do things both
in our management and services.
14. The organization as a whole demonstrates a strong sense of
teamwork and cooperation.
15. Our organization is flexible, and adapts quickly and effectively
to the problems and opportunities that confront us.
16. Most of our staff feel that they are part of a winning team and
that they personally play an important role in its success.
17. In our organization, the client/customer is truly our most
important concern.
18. All of us feel that our relationship with our corporate head.
quarters staff is a sound partnership, not a "we-they"
relationship. Headquarters is not an obstacle to overcome,
but partner that help us to provide better service to the
costomers. (Put 'N.A.' if this question is not applicable
to your company)
19. In general-the control systems we have are not designed to limit
or restrict employee behaviors but help us to improve our
operations and encourage and release employee efforts.
20. In our organization, we are,action oriented. We like to get
things done and don't spend more time than we should analyzing
the alternatives.
21. We try to keep things simple and lean. Our structure and
information systems are designed to give control as far down
in the organization as possible and to encourage freedom of
action and responsibility.
22. The support staff really support us. They look at their jobs
as assisting and not keeping an eye on things.
23. In our organization we are interested in results. We are not
so concerned about requiring everyone to do his/her job in
some prescribed way, but focus on getting the job done.
24.. In this organization we don't spend a lot of time or energy
complaining or explaining why something that should be done
can't be done. We work on finding ways to do it.
25. This organization encourages and rewards excellence in
performance. For the most part, our employees would not
choose to work anywhere else.
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